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1977
FOUNDING YEAR

500+

PRESENT
ON-SITE IN

COUNTRIES

We devote our energy to what we do best:
everything related to systems with specialist light sources.
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SYSTEMS SOLD

IST METZ GROUP
EMPLOYEES

86%
EXPORTS 2015

IST METZ GMBH
EMPLOYEES

We devote our energy...
... to providing our customers with the latest technology.
... to helping our customers find the right system for their requirements.
... to supplying our customers with high-class products.
... to satisfying our customers' needs.
... to always being there for our customers, anywhere at any time.

GERHARD METZ

70 12.225

300+
The new company slogan of IST METZ GmbH combines the energy of the
company's employees with its capital: light.

COMPANY FOUNDER

21.800 m2
SIZE OF
NUERTINGEN SITE

PRODUCTION LOCATION

GERMANY

800

73.000.000 €

COMPANY GROUP TURNOVER
IN 2015
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OFFICES ABROAD

VISITORS TO IN-HOUSE
TRADE FAIR “UV DAYS 2015”
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Product portfolio

Christian-Marius Metz

UV LED
SYSTEMS

PRINTING AND LABORATORY TESTS

UV LAMPS

HOT-AIR/IR
DRYERS

UV MEASURING EQUIPMENT

TRAINING

MATERIALS

WHICH CURE ON APPLICATION
OF LIGHT ENERGY (UV, IR)

inks

adhesives

varnishes

resins

silicones

and many others

Industries in which IST METZ operates:

PRINT

HEALTHCARE

ELECTRONICS
FURNITURE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COSMETICS
IT SHIPPING AUTOMOTIVE STEEL

TEST FACILITIES

AT THE NUERTINGEN SITE

sheet-fed offset printing press
narrow-web printing press
laboratory with UV lamps and
UV LED equipment
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AWARDS

2013 - PRINT STARS (GOLD AND SILVER)
2014 - PROMOTIONAL GIFT AWARD
2015 - PAPERAZZO HAPTIK AWARD
2015 - RED DOT AWARD

Commercial Director

Graduate in Information Technology in Construction
University of Karlsruhe
MBA (dissertation on project portfolio management)
Leipzig College

grandson of company
founder Gerhard Metz,
married,
two children

part of the company since 2010, among other things as Head of
IT & Processes, where he led a project to introduce a fullyintegrated ERP and PDM system, for example.

private pilot’s licence

Holger Kühn

Sales Director

Diploma in print technology
Stuttgart Media College

married,
three children

involved in Sales at the company since 1998, including a
two-year stint as Technical Sales Manager Sheet-fed at IST
America, later Head of Sales

fan of VfB Stuttgart
(football team)

Dr. Robert Sänger
Technical Director

Electrical engineer
University of Karlsruhe
Doctorate from Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)
on “Power electronics”
joined the company as Development Manager in 2006, later also
authorized signatory at eta plus electronic GmbH

married,
three children
swimming,
playing the guitar,
“building the house”
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PRINTING

UV LED OR
UV LAMP?

LEDs have already become a popular choice

UV lamps is likewise available to allow

for lighting. In the printing industry, too, the

optimization to suit the specific application. The

discussion about the merits of LED UV

systems are particularly low-maintenance; UV

technology compared to systems with UV lamps

lamp and reflector, for example, can be replaced

has been in full swing for several years. In other

in just a few steps.

industries, the new technology is still getting off
the ground, but it is already clear that both UV

LED UV technology currently makes up the

lamp technology and UV LED technology boast

greatest proportion of adhesive curing and

application-specific advantages which need to

inkjet printing. In the next few years, experts

be considered when selecting a UV system.

anticipate a marked growth in the market
share of LED UV systems. LED UV units are

UV lamp systems are used primarily for

ready to use as soon as they are switched on,

print jobs with very exacting and diverse

and transmit only minimal heat to the

requirements. These are mainly highly-finished

substrate. These compact systems boast a

products such as packaging in the luxury

particularly long service life. The LEDs can

segment, but also involve print jobs with

also be controlled in zones, depending on

stringent safety requirements in production –

where light is required on the substrate.

such as printing food packaging, for example.
This is a technology which has been established,
tried and tested for decades, for which a wide
range of inks and varnishes is now available on
the market. A broad range of variously-doped

F

or almost 40 years, IST METZ GmbH has been producing systems for
curing print and coatings using UV light. The UV systems cure inks,

varnishes, silicones, adhesives, resins and other materials in fractions of
a second. In collaboration with its subsidiary Integration Technology Ltd.,

UV LED system

which specializes in digital printing products, IST METZ GmbH offers the
largest portfolio of high-performance UV lamp and UV LED systems in the
world. The solutions for sheet-fed, web-fed, digital and direct printing can
be customized to suit customer requirements or designed for integration in
serial production.
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UV lamp system
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The focus of the IST METZ presence at drupa is

fair using a water-cooled unit for sheet-fed

the “Hot Swap” product concept for sheet-fed,

offset printing and an air-cooled unit for label

web-fed and narrow-web printing. It combines

printing; the latter was shown for the first time

the benefits of both technologies, UV lamp and

at Labelexpo Europe last autumn.

UV LED. IST METZ equips its UV units in such

The LED

a way that they can be operated either with UV

IST METZ recommends use of its UV LED

series from IST

lamps or UV LEDs. The integration, cooling

systems to commercial printers who have not

METZ is called LEDcure

concept and electrical supply are identical for

yet had much to do with UV curing. The very

and is available in different

both systems; the cassette with the correct

particular benefits of UV technology come into

models. The LEDcure model is designed

light source just has to be inserted in the

play here: dry in just seconds, processing able

for operating distances of 30 mm or more, and has

printing press. This innovative concept is of

to continue immediately, significantly reduced

been used by printing companies Hertle in Kirchheim/Teck

particular interest to printers who would like

spoilage. UV LED technology is especially

and Häuser in Cologne, among others, since 2015.

to set up their presses to suit individual jobs,

suitable for 4C printing without complex

but without a great deal of complexity. If they

finishing effects. This makes it possible to

acquire the one technology, they always have

print in high quality on mirror card, film and

the option to swap over at a later date. If their

natural paper. IST METZ will likewise be

customers’ requirements change, they can

printing an example at drupa.

Häuser decided to use LED UV technology

easily

retrofit

the

to make its printed material more abrasion-

other

system.

The

resistant and to enable it to be processed

Hot Swap concept will

further immediately. In this case, two LED

be shown at the trade

UV cassettes were retrofitted to a Heidelberg
Graphics firm Häuser KG in Cologne began life

Speedmaster XL 105 – one over the turn and

as a letterpress and offset printing business

one in the delivery. 13,000 to 15,000 sheets per

in 1922, and today is the largest media

hour are produced, but as the printing inks are

production company in Cologne and one of the

cured immediately and no powder is required,

largest in the whole of North Rhine-Westphalia.

the sheets can be further processed without

More than 80,000 customers around the world

delay. There is significantly less spoilage and

use the services of this large printing firm,

separate drying times are a thing of the past,

including over 1,200 print shops. Over 1,000

saving several hours of production time. The

print jobs are completed in their entirety

system also has just a small footprint. Based

every day. The technical equipment comprises

on their positive experience with LED UV

over 50 machines and systems. Since 2003,

technology so far, Häuser intends to retrofit

Managing Directors Günter and Heiko Mazur

further presses in the future.

have been running an online print shop called
Druckdiscount24.de. Häuser now produces
around 80 percent for the online platform, and
20 percent for traditional business.
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SM 74-5. They used to have to schedule three

for other industrial coating applications.

premises. The comprehensive consulting

to five days for drying the cards, but using

Raytracing software can be used to determine

services provided by this manufacturer of UV

LED drying, they were able to dispense with

the optimum parameters for the customer's

systems reinforces customers’ production

this time, as well as the significant time and

UV system in order to achieve the maximum

reliability and thus their competitive edge.

staff required to sort spoilage. In addition, the

yield of UV light on the substrate. The

Commercial printing firm Hertle also installed

upgrade

add

systems customized to suit requirements are

an LED curing system from IST METZ in 2015.

substrates to their portfolio – they are now also

manufactured in Germany to the highest

The motivation for this investment came from

able to print in high quality on mirror card, film

quality standards. IST METZ services are

one of their major clients – a publisher of

and natural paper.

complemented by training and courses,

meant

they

were

able

to

greetings cards who found delivery times too

run either in-house or at the customer’s

long. For reasons of space, they decided to
update their existing Heidelberg Speedmaster

How much energy

can be saved by
LED UV technology?
T

here is no straightforward answer to

of the inks. An objective comparison needs

this, probably the most frequently-asked

to be made on the basis of a defined drying

question. The more highly reactive ink does

outcome, which in turn allows the necessary

mean that energy savings are possible in

drying output to be deduced. Standby and

principle. As an LED UV system is ready to

production times and average print format

use as soon as it is switched on, there are no

also have to be taken into account to make

standby times. A format switch also allows the

the result meaningful. IST METZ has the

LEDs to be switched off outside of the print

corresponding expertise to carry out such

format, meaning further potential for savings.

tests and provide sound advice. At IST METZ
headquarters, a sheet-fed offset press and
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Any comparison between a UV lamp system

a web-fed press, as well as a laboratory for

and an LED system must take into account

trials, are available for customers. IST METZ

that this system also changes the chemistry

provides test facilities both for printing and

Advantages boasted

by both technologies
UV LED

UV LAMP

clocking

established technology

zone switching

broad lamp spectrum

compact design, can be cascaded to
suit operating width

wide availability of inks and varnishes

less heat generated on the substrate

low acquisition costs

no ozone and no exhaust air installation

UV lamp and reflector easy to replace

ready to use as soon as switched on
(energy-saving potential)

simple spectrum change possible

can be dimmed

various lamp doping options available
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PRINTING

INERT SYSTEMS
FOR UV PRINTING

A

special area of UV printing is the curing of inks and varnishes under oxygen-reduced
conditions. The printed products boast a better quality, while saving on energy and costs.

IST METZ GmbH has plenty of expertise in this area.

For some 30 years, IST METZ has been offering

to hardness, resistance to wear and resistance

customized solutions for inert UV printing. In

to chemicals, the surface quality of the printed

addition to industrial applications, inert UV

product is very high. Odour is reduced or

systems are becoming increasingly popular

eliminated altogether. However, the primary

in label and packaging printing. In inert UV

application for inert UV systems is the

curing, the oxygen is replaced by nitrogen

manufacture of packaging using UV inks

(N2). Depending on the application and the ink

and varnishes. These inks and varnishes

and varnish systems in use, a residual oxygen

have been specially formulated for inert gas

content of 50 to 500 ppm or 0.005 to 0.05

operation. A significantly reduced proportion of

percent is required. Nitrogen is a suitable inert

photoinitiators makes the process for printing

gas, as it is neither toxic nor explosive. The

food packaging particularly interesting. Inert

With regard to EU policy on chemicals and

successful IST METZ installations with a

gas makes up about 80 percent of the air we

UV systems make an important contribution

compliance with permitted limit values, inert

residual oxygen content of below 500 ppm.

breathe and is therefore safe to use in the

when it comes to compliance with statutory

UV processes have plenty of potential. The

IST METZ offers customized solutions for all

printing process.

limit values for migration. The following

installation of inert UV systems is especially

variants. With over 200 inert systems installed,

residual oxygen content values have currently

suitable for web-fed printing. Integration is

the company has plenty of expertise to fall back

proved conducive to this process:

more complex in sheet-fed presses, as it is

on, not to mention comprehensive experience

such as super-fast curing and immediate

more difficult to exclude oxygen in this printing

in inert UV curing.

processing, curing brings additional advantages

process, but even in this sphere, there are

In addition to the benefits of UV technology,

< 50 ppm

< 200 ppm

< 500 ppm

for curing silicones

for curing inks used

for curing glossy and

in food packaging

textured varnishes in
food packaging

under oxygen-reduced conditions. With regard
12
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
water-cooled

DRYING SYSTEMS

air-cooled

Narrow Web

Product family MBS®

UV LAMP

UV LED

W/IR
14

LAMPcure

LEDcure

Wide Web /
Converting

Sheet-fed

Product family BLK

®

LAMPcure

LEDcure

interdeck and
end-of-press

Digital Printing

pinning and end-of-press

LAMPcure

MBS®-LI
SubZero

LEDcure

SubZero
MidZero
VZero
PinCure
SolidCure

THERMOcure

THERMOcure

Bonding

spot and area curing

MBS®-LI

Spotcure
VZero
MZero

Other Industrial
Applications

MBS®-LI
MBS®-L

LEDcure
SolidCure
VZero

THERMOcure
15

Two or three individual cassettes with an output

LAMPcure

of up to 200 W/cm are used in an end-of-

MAXIMUM
EFFICIENCY IN
COMMERCIAL PRINTING

press dryer. The UV output these generate is
comparable to that of an ordinary three-lamp
system, so depending on the application, a
significant energy saving can be achieved.
The new concept, developed especially for
use in sheet-fed offset printing presses, is
characterized by the combination of innovative

 reflector geometry optimized with
the aid of raytracing software
 URS®-type cold light reflectors
for best possible reflection of the
UV light
 reflector half-shells easy to change
with patented inlay technology
 possible to switch URS®-A

technologies, which significantly improve the

reflectors for more heat input

efficiency of UV printing:

(with same long service life)
 additional UV output achieved from
coated reflective strips affixed

 FLC Fast Lamp Change
®

directly to the reflector shutters
 FSP (flexible shutter positioning)

 infinite control of lamp output
(between approx. 30 and 100 %)
by ELC® electronic power supply
devices
 in standby mode, lamp output
is automatically shut down to a
minimum

system is included as standard and
is characterized by two different
operating positions; when printing
on temperature-sensitive materials,
the shutters can limit the angle of
opening to minimize the temperature
applied to the print carrier
 the adaption of reflector properties
to suit the application is unique in

 a UV package designed specially

the industry and patented

for deep-curing thick ink coatings
is available as an option for
optimum drying of opaque white
L
VAILAB
ALSO A

reflectors

E AS

e
LEDcur

WITH U

V

CHNO
LED TE

 water-cooled shutters and

 UV online sensor for online

LOGY!

measurement of UV lamp output

T

 consistent air cooling of the
UV lamp

and a check in the operating
he new end-of-press dryer for sheet-fed offset printing

display: a visual traffic light signal

optimizes the performance and energy usage of the tried

indicates when it is necessary to

and tested system technology. The high-performance UV system
achieves the best-possible drying results and simultaneously

clean or, if appropriate, to replace
the lamp

enables efficient use of energy.
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ELC®-X

Degree of efficiency

Dimensions

up to 97 %

X6: 125 x 470 x 320 mm (H x W x D)

ELECTRONIC
POWER SUPPLY
TO UV SYSTEM

Output factor

X8: 125 x 470 x 420 mm (H x W x D)

> 0,94 bat nominal output

X12: 125 x 470 x 420 mm (H x W x D)

(can be operated without compensation
directly on the mains)

Weight

Relative harmonic content of

14–19 kg depending on device type

mains current
< 5 % as a result of power factor
correction (PFC)

Additional features
 configuration, control and

Lamp
radiates without flicker
can be infinitely dimmed
Lamp output

monitoring: via Profibus interface,
straightforward to integrate in the
system control unit
 stacking concept
mains voltage fluctuations

depending on device type 6–12 kW

compensated by integrated output

Type of protection

control

IP 66

resistant to short circuit and idling

Supply voltage

integrated electronic lamp ignition

3 x 400 V ±10 % or 3 x 480 V ±10 %

integrated control and monitoring
electronics
integrated short-to-earth detection
insulated lamp output
air-cooled

T

he electronic power supply devices of the ELC®-X series
have been specially developed for operating UV lamps

and UV LEDs where space is at a premium. The ELC® power
supply devices optimize process reliability in printing whilst
simultaneously cutting operating costs. They contain all the

E
UITABL
ALSO S RATING
E
P
FOR O

D
UV LEM
S
E
SYST

components required for ignition and for output-controlled
operation.
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MBS®

ALL-ROUND UV SYSTEM
FOR LABEL PRINTING

MBS® LAMPcure

MBS® LEDcure

lamp

LED

Output

120 W/cm

55 W/cm

Version

145 W/cm low migration

Cooling

air-cooled

air-cooled

cassette

cassette

40 s

1s

optimized for air cooling

optimized for air cooling

Spectrum – standard

Hg

385 nm

Spectrum – versions

Fe, GaIn

365, 375, 395, 405 nm

UV technology

ELC®-X electronic
power supply device
Housing
UMS-2 UV measurement
FLC® Fast Lamp Change
URS® Duo reflectors
Run-up time
Heat management
Change to LED or lamp system
possible (Hot Swap)

Options

– inertisation

– inertisation

– cooling roller

– cooling roller

– undershielding

– undershielding
– interrupt circuit for
intermittent operation

Maintenance

lamp
replaceable

LED modules
replaceable

Remote maintenance
"Remote Ready"

20
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BLK® LAMPcure

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY
IN WEB-FED PRINTING

URS® inlay technology

FLC® Fast Lamp Change

 further optimized with the aid of the

 the UV lamp is the heart of every

latest raytracing software in 2016
 UV yield on the substrate for identical
lamp output increased by 10 %
 quick change of reflectors

 combination of water-cooled carrier
and reflector profile
 lamp lenghts of up to 2.300 mm can
be implemented
 highly compact design
 UV system can be integrated in the
machine on an individual basis
Optimum heat management
 heat is efficiently dissipated by the
water-cooled reflectors and housing
 a further reduction in temperature
stress on the product web is achieved
by water-cooled undershielding/
cooling cylinder

means lamps are easy to change in
just a few seconds
machine availability
IST UV online sensor
 online measurement of the UV
radiation efficiency of the UV lamp
 can be checked on the operating
display at any time
 integrated directly in the surface
of the reflector
 assures production quality
IPS® control system
 intelligent control as standard
 facilitates a large number of
additional functions, such as
IST remote service for example
Electronic power supply ELC®

E AS

A
e
® EDcur
D
E
L
BLKWITL
H UV
Y!
TECHN

 the cordless FLC® UV lamp system

 several extra hours a year of
Design and functionality

AILABL
LSO AV

UV system

 use of ELC-X series
 stacking concept

OLOG

	lamp output of ≥ 240 W/cm
optionally available

B

LK® LAMPcure was designed for the most stringent industrial
requirements. The system is extraordinarily efficient. By increasing

the efficiency of the system continuously, operating costs have been

Application examples

suitable for alternating production
with lamp or LED (Hot Swap)

considerably reduced through a significant drop in electricity consumption.
The features below contribute to the efficiency of the system:

22

packaging printing

metal decorating

converting

newspaper printing

banknote printing

industrial applications
23

MBS® LI

UV CURING IN
DIGITAL PRINTING

The URS® technology is characterized

The compact design, with weight-

by optimum harmonization of reflector

optimised assemblies, allows easy

geometry and of reflective properties

and economical integration of the UV

to suit the production process. The

system into the printing system or

URS® reflectors reflect only UV light,

production line. The compact design

whilst IR radiation is allowed to pass

allows smaller sizes of electrical

through to the air-cooled aluminium

supply to be used.

profile.

In standby mode, the reflector closes

The cordless FLC® UV lamp system

and shuts off radiation to the product

enables lamps to be changed quickly

web completely.

and easily.

The power of the UV system is set

MBS® LI is suitable as an economical

automatically, linked to press speed.

integration solution for serial production.

Optimized air flow management and use of a quartz glass plate between the lamp chamber and the substrate guarantee effective heat management in the UV system and allow
the MBS® LI unit to be used even on temperature-sensitive materials. The inkjet is not
affected by the air flow.

Air cooling permits rapid installation and reduces maintenance complexity compared to

T

water-cooled systems.

he MBS® LI UV system combines the specific requirements
of the market relating to drying technology with the latest

technical developments in UV system manufacturing. The unit
was developed specifically for applications with a high power
requirement. Using a 270 W/cm lamp system guarantees
optimum curing.
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Service packages

SERVICE

RAPID,
RELIABLE,
CUSTOMIZED

ASSIST
ON DEMAND

ASSIST
ADVANCED

ASSIST
PROFESSIONAL

ASSIST
PREMIUM

One ASSIST product*

Service on request
Regular (annual) service of the
UV system by trained IST staff
Comprehensive function and
safety check of all components
Check and if necessary
replacement of wear parts
Software updates

Discount on wear parts

Extended warranty

One additional ASSIST product*

*THE ASSIST PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
Put your own individual services together!

IST Shop

You get a set of genuine IST spare parts
adapted to suit your requirements.

Extended warranty

A

well thought-out repair strategy is the key to sustained
high system availability. With our preventive and reactive

services, we ensure that your IST UV system runs reliably for
many years to come. Select the right services for you from our
four packages!

26

following a general overhaul or
system update

Remote service

Any problems are quickly identified by remote diagnosis,
meaning that the work carried out by IST service
engineers on site is more focused and takes less
time – or may even not be needed at all.
UV system downtimes are reduced.

Calibration service

for residual oxygen measuring device or
UV sensors/UV measuring devices

Process technology training

or maintenance and repair of UV systems
(on site or at IST)

One-off in situ servicing

by trained IST staff to check the technical
funcionality of the UV system (incl. safety
check and advice on replacing wear parts)
27

DRUPA

IST Virtual Glasses

VIRTUAL
REALITY

The VR specs from IST METZ visualize the UV printing process.

AT OUR

AND
IST RST
FREE!
FO

What is normally not possible during printing is imitated deceptively
realistically by Virtual Reality: a look inside the printing press while the
UV system is running. In this web-based Virtual Reality application, the
user can see what the printing press looks like when it is printing. There is

a choice between LED and lamp drying, the UV units can be viewed and controlled in detail and the
printing process can be started and stopped. The specs themselves will be printed live at drupa four
times a day. Brief instructions:

We're
off!
Open the website

Place the smartphone

Look through the

Start the virtual tour

vr.ist-uv.com in

in the IST VIRTUAL

opening and use the tabs

through the printing

the browser of your

GLASSES and close

at the sides to modify the

press and navigate by

smartphone.

them using the magnetic

spacing of the lenses so

moving your head or eyes.

catch.

that they fit your eyes.

More information can be
found behind the buttons
which you can access by
looking at them.

T

he display and simultaneous perception of reality and
its physical characteristics in an interactive virtual

Print jobs

environment which is computer-generated in real time is
called Virtual Reality, or VR for short. Images which appear
three-dimensional can be generated on smartphones which,
when the user looks at them through special specs, give him
or her the impression of a virtual world to move around in.
Elements of this virtual world can be controlled with a move

machine utilization
UV

IST VIRTUAL GLASSES
printed with UV lamp drying

yourself.
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UV

Iriodin drip-off
effect
varnish
pigment

Y

M

C

K

special
colour

Y

M

C

K

special
colour

LED UV

of the head or a look. You can thus enter a house, drive a
car or explore a town without having to be at that location

UV

BROCHURE
printed with UV LED drying
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DRUPA

DRUPA

UV PRINT SAMPLE FAN
Discover the full range of UV finishes on our new print
sample fan. 37 different effects have been printed on
eight different materials in the format 50 x 70 cm:

TZ
IST ME RTY
A
P
STAND
NE

STAND UND
AND
TERMINE
DATES

JU
ON 9TH
6 PM
FROM

paper gloss 170 g/m²

400 m2

paper matt 170 g/m²
paper uncoated 170 g/m²
transparent paper

HALL 2, STAND B10

mother-of-pearl card
METPET
transparent plastic

11.30 am (English)

high-volume card

UV LED
UV LAMP

1 pm (German)
2 pm (English)
3 pm (English)

AND

SYSTEMS

LIVE AND

4 TIMES PER DAY

PRINTING DEMONSTRATION

VIRTUAL!

O’REILLY’S
IRISH PUB
AT OUR

ND
IST STFA
REE!
FOR

MUTTER-EY-STRASSE 1
40213 DÜSSELDORF

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

Wednesday
1st June

Friday
3rd June

Monday
6th June

Wednesday
8th June

Escape the bustle of the trade fair and come and see us in Düsseldorf old
town on four days of the show! Ask on our stand for a drinks voucher
– we look forward to seeing you!
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Imprint

IST METZ GmbH

+49 70 22 60 02-0

www.ist-uv.com

Lauterstrasse 14–18

+49 70 22 60 02-76

facebook.com/istuv

D-72622 Nuertingen

specialist@ist-uv.com

youtube.com/istmetz1
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FREE SUBSCRIPTION
Make sure that you don’t miss any future issues by taking out your personal subscription.
You can also download previous issues on our website:
www.ist-uv.com/specialist

